
 

HYXG-10R-A Automatic Star Wheel Single Head Ropp 
Aluminium Lid Capping Machine 
 

 
 
Automatic Star Wheel Single Head Ropp Aluminium Lid Capping Machine is suitable for aluminum 
caps. The machine compared with other similar products is notable with the advantages: First, 
using a four-claw head balance-type for sealing the caps in uniform force; the second is having to 
make the shape of the bottle by bottle deformation, and then rolling thread flange sealing function. 
Also, the machine has a beautiful appearance, compact structure, reasonable design, stable 
operation, low noise, sealing speed, good sealing quality, and suitable for all kinds of wineries, 
beverage plants, breweries, pharmaceutical plants and other production companies. While the 
machine is multifunctional by changing different head parts to seal different kinds of caps like three 
anti-plastic cover cap and cover, chrysanthemum cover. 
 
Working principle of machine: Drive the rotation of main shaft from the dynamic of motor by the 
gear reducer; The rotation among curve camshafts is converted into the force which drives the 
capping head to move upward and downward; At the same time the gear reduce drives the curve 
camshaft in the bottom to make the star wheel move intermittently which matches up with the up-
and-down movement of capping head. The upper variable speed motor let the capping head works 
by driving the belt; When the star wheel rotates the bottles below the capping head which punches 
the binding face between cap inner liner and bottle mouth; Meanwhile the fit thread screw is 
completed from the flanging and rolling pilfer proof ring. Finally the perfect capping effect comes 
out. This machine has compact and reasonable structure, it is easy to combine other devices into 
its production line. 
 
Automatic Star Wheel Single Head Ropp Aluminium Lid Capping Machine is mainly used for 
bottling of daily chemical, agricultural chemical and pharmaceutics industry. 
 
 
 



Main Technical Data     

 

• Bottle diameter: Ø20mm~Ø90mm 

• Bottle height: 80mm~250mm 

• Cap spec: Ø15mm~Ø50mm 

• Capping speed: ≤2000 瓶/小时 

• Power supply: AC220V/110V, 50/60Hz can be customized 

• Total power: 2Kw 

• Weight: 400Kg 
• Demension: 2000×1500×1500mm 


